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                      FUSION F1 MICRO-WORKSTATION. 

Unparalleled within its sleek, unobtrusive, attractive compact design and detail, the new F1 Micro-
Workstation from Fusion, is a far cry from a mere hold-all for everyday electronic devices and the 
perfect solution for supreme protection for your iPad in storage or transit. 

There’s a host of strategically designed, soft satin, nylon lined roomy compartments, offering premium 
protection for essential items like iPods, sunglasses, pens, digital cameras, wallets, chargers and 
cables within a 15mm padded foam shell.  
 
The iPad theme continues with a protective inner-bag with an individual shoulder strap which can be 
removed to separately carry iPads or lap tops up to 10in. A durable soft padding also protects the 
screen from scratches. 
 
Featuring this British company’s unique ‘Zip Away’ concept, the F1 Micro-Workstation can be fully 
opened for the ultimate ‘office-on-the-move’,  providing versatile angles for viewing and typing, 
eradicating the need to constantly hold iPads or laptops. 
 
Like all products in the Fusion travel bag range, the F1 Micro-Workstation is tough as they come, 
constructed from virtually indestructible, robust Jacquard water resistant Ripstop material, offering 
extreme resistance to scuffs and abrasions for a life time of abuse.  
 
The hardware is just as beefy, with rubber zip pulls for the inverted zips whilst cosmetically complete 
with Fusion branding, segment piping and commuter friendly reflective panels. 
 
To ensure extreme comfort in transportation the F1 Micro-Workstation can be carried messenger style 
via the heavy duty rubber carry handle, or backpack style by means of the fully adjustable straps. 
There are also facilities at the rear allowing the bag to slip over the handles of a wheeled trolley case. 

There are many everyday accessory bags on the market, but none can really offer the versatility and 
adaptability of the unique Fusion range which now includes the highly fashionable                                           
F1 Micro-Workstation.  
 
With its classic shape and original features, you can rest assured your iPad and personal items are 
cushioned in comfort and fully protected, in storage or in transit whilst combining an innovative design 
with a perfect unison of style and elegance.   
 
RRP £94.95      Available in Black, Black/Blue, Black/Orange, Black/Lime,  
                        
See the demo:  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1MFEhKze9EI&feature=colike 
 
FUSION… more than just a gig bag.  //ENDS//                                                                  Editors 
please note for more information or to review Fusion products please call the press office below. 
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